Reality Check for Sunday School

**Relationship Building** (Fellowship/Hospitality Time)

1 Thessalonians 2:8

Provide Relationship Building Question

**Evangelism** (Acts 1:8 Recognition and Report from Outreach Leaders)

May include Events and Encouragement/Praise

**Accountability** (Administrator call on TEAMS or Class Leaders for Reports)

Ephesians: 4:11-12, 16

Receive Individual Accountability Cards

**Live Christ/Sent** (Serve – Mission Opportunities)

John 20:21

Schedule testimonies

**Intercede** (Membership/Missionaries/Most Wanted)

1 Timothy 2:1

This may be done in Care Groups rather than as a Class

**Teach** (Discipleship)

2 Timothy 2:2

Engage Apprentices in teaching, Discipleship Leaders report earlier

**Yield** (Gospel Presentation/Invitation/and Worship)

Romans 12:1-2

Closing time should always call for response, Gospel presentation monthly
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